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A widely a

epted denition of quantum

lassi al limit is

haos is the behavior of a quantum system whose

haoti . The dynami s of quantum- haoti

from that of their lassi al

systems is nevertheless very dierent

ounterparts. A fundamental reason for that is the linearity of S hrödinger

equation. In this paper, we study the quantum dynami s of an ultra- old quantum degenerate gas
in a tilted opti al latti e and show that it displays features very
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that its phase spa e is organized a

lose to

lassi al

haos. We show

ording to the Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser theorem.

PACS numbers: 03.75.Lm, 05.45.-a, 03.75.Kk

The quantum dynami s of systems presenting
behavior in the

haoti

lassi al limit has been a widely stud-

proved to be able to des ribe the BEC dynami s with
a reasonable pre ision on a wide range of situations [7℄.

ied subje t in re ent years, boosted in parti ular by ex-

GPE des ribes the

periments using laser- ooled atoms [1, 2, 3, 4, 5℄.

An

non- ondensed fra tion), and in ludes a nonlinear term

atomi -s ale analog of the ki ked rotor is realized by pla -

representing parti le-parti le intera tions. It is valid for

ondensate as whole (negle ting the

ing laser- ooled atoms in a pulsed standing laser wave,

temperatures low enough

a system that displays a well-known signature of quan-

perature. If we onsider a igar-shaped BEC whose trans-

ompared to the

tum haos, the dynami al lo alization [6℄, present in time-

verse length

periodi

length, Gross-Pitaevskii equation

systems, whi h

lassi al

haoti

onsists in the suppression of the

diusion by quantum interferen es. An-

other well-known signature of quantum

L

is mu h smaller than the longitudinal

haos, present in

i~

tion of energy levels takes the shape of a Wigner distribution, a behavior experimentally eviden ed for example

where

in the energy spe trum of Rydberg atoms in intense mag-

pling

elds. This signature

learly

annot have a

lassi al

Quite generally, signatures of quantum
dire t relation to the

orresponding

haos have no

lassi al dynami s.

There are fundamental reasons for this.

One is that

the notion of phase-spa e orbit, fundamental in

lassi al

annot be easily translated in the quantum

world, due to the un ertainty prin iple. The initial
ditions of a quantum system do not
point in the usual phase spa e
One

on-

orrespond to a single

(qi;pi),

as

qi pi

~=2.

an however proje t the state of the system in a ba-

sis, and dene a generalized phase spa e formed by the
set of amplitudes; if the basis is adequately
initial

hosen, the

ondition is represented by a point in su h gen-

eralized phase spa e.

is the one-parti le Hamiltonian, and

U0

a

ou-

onstant des ribing the intera tion among parti-

U 0 is related to the two-parti le s-wave s attering
as by U 0 = 4 ~2asN =(L 2M ), where N is the total
number of atoms, M the mass of an atom, and the ondensate wave fun tion is normalized to unity. Contrary

to the one-parti le S hrödinger equation, this equation
is nonlinear in the dynami al variable

U0 / N

lassi al physi s be ause the dynami al variables

(qi;pi) are also parameters of the for

e. In the

ase of the

S hrödinger equation, the dynami al variable is the wave
fun tion, whereas the potential depends on

t,

(qi;pi),

and

but not on the wave fun tion.

A Bose-Einstein

ondensate (BEC) is a quantum ob-

, the GPE nonlinearity has a

. Note that, as

olle tive

hara ter:

modeling in an analogous way many-body intera tions in
an assembly of

N

thermal atoms would produ e a mu h

smaller nonlinear term.
The dynami s of one dimension, tilted, periodi
tentials has been often

po-

onsidered in the re ent litera-

ture, both for free atoms [8, 9, 10, 11℄, and for BECs
[12, 13, 14℄. A tilted opti al potential

2 x
V = V0 cos(
)+ F x
d

Even then, sensitivity to initial

son that the S hrödinger equation is linear. Nonlinearity

eventually on

(1)

les.

onditions in not present, for the more fundamental reaarises in

H0

@
= H 0 + U 0 j j2
@t

length

ounterpart.

dynami s,

an be redu ed to one-

dimension, and reads:

time-independent systems, is the fa t that the distribu-

neti

riti al tem-

(2)

is generated by superposing two ounterpropagating laser
waves, one of frequen y

!L = kL c = 2 c= L and the
!L (1 + t). This produ es a standing wave of step d =
L =2 whose nodes are a elerated
with an a eleration c =2. In the (non-inertial) referen e
other of frequen y

frame in whi h the nodes of the standing wave are at
rest, an inertial for e

F =

M c =2 appears,

produ ing

je ts des ribed by a nonlinear quantum evolution equa-

a tilted potential. In su h potential, quantum dynam-

tion, the Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE). GPE has

i s

onsists in spatial os illations over many steps of the

2

potential, known as Blo h os illations, as re ently experimentally observed with both individual atoms [8℄ and
(weakly intera ting  low

U 0)

Bose-Einstein

ondensates

[13℄.
We shall

onsider, in what follows, the parti ular form

of the GPE given by

1 @2
2
+ V0 cos(2 x)+ F x + gj j
2m @x2

@ (x;t)
=
i
@t

;
(3)

where we introdu ed normalized units in whi h spa e is
measured in units of the potential step d, energy in units
2 2
of the re oil energy E R = ~ kL =2M , time in units of
~=E R , for e in units of 2E R = L , m = 2 =2, and g =
8asN =(L 2kL ) = (2= L )(U 0=E R ) is the (1D) nonlinear
parameter (~

= 1 in

su h units). The eigenstates of the

linear part of the Hamiltonian

1 @2
+ V0 cos(2 x)+ F x;
2m @x2

H0 =

(4)

V0

evolution of the populations. The BEC is

three

entral (most populated) wells.

by numeri al integration of the GPE,

are the so- alled Wannier-Stark (WS) states [16℄. We assume that the depth of the potential

Figure 1: Errati

initially prepared on twelve neighbor WS states, and the gure
2
displays the evolution of the populations In = jh’ n j ij of the

behavior. Parameters are

The result, obtained
learly show an errati

V0 = 5, F = 0:25,

and

g = 0:25.

is large enough

to support well lo alized WS states, and that the dynami s

an be des ribed by the lowest-energy WS state

in ea h well [11℄. We note by ’ n the lowest state mainly
th
lo alized in the n -well. The invarian e of WS states under translations by an integer number of potential steps,

Due to invarian e under dis rete spatial translations of
n
k n ;l n ;m n =

the WS states one easily shows that
0
klm , and thus:
klm

’ n (x)= ’ 0 (x n), is related to shifts of the eigenenergies
given by E n = E 0 + nF (E 0 is an energy onstant that

X

an be eliminated), forming the so- alled Wannier-Stark

i_
cn = nF cn + g

ladder of equally spa ed levels [17℄, that dene the Blo h
(or Bohr) frequen y of the system

!B = F d=~.

klm

cn + k cn + lcn + m :

klm

Fig. 1

displays an example of evolution of a BEC in a tilted potential, and the presen e of an errati
the existen e of

haos in a

behavior suggests

lassi al sense.

In order to get a simpler des ription and a better understanding of the BEC dynami s, we now introdu e a
model obtained by proje ting the wave fun tion

over

As WS are essentially lo alized in a well, we an keep only
ouplings between nearest neighbors, that is, involving

000 ,

00 1 [19℄. The equation of motion then simplies

to:

the WS states:

X
(x;t)=

(5)

cn (t)’ n (x)

i_
cn = nF cn + g
g

n
where the

p

cn (t)

In ei n

are

g(2

omplex amplitudes. This

development is justied provided the

g. 1

[18℄, whi h

g

000 cn

00 1 cn

1

00 1 cn
001 jcn

+
1
2

1j

2

jcn j +
001 cn + 1

+2
cn

c2n +

2
001 cn + 1 )jcn j
1

+

+

2
00 1 jcn + 1 j cn + 1

(8)

orresponds, taking typi al values for the parameters, to
4
N
7 10
. Reporting Eq. (5) in Eq. (3) gives the
evolution equation:

X

where we used the invarian e of the

klm

oe ients un-

(6)

der any permutation of indexes. Fig. 2 displays the evo-

n
klm are dened ( hoosing phases su h that
’ n is a real fun tion) by:

serves the same dynami al behavior. The model is thus

i_
cn = nF cn + g

n
klm

ck clcm :

klm

lution obtained from the model, for the same parameters
and the same initial

where the

Z
n
klm

1

=

’ k (x)’ l(x)’ m (x)’ n (x)dx:
1

(7)

onditions as in Fig. 1, and one ob-

able to reprodu e the dynami s of the GPE.
It is useful to write evolution equations for the popuIn = jcn j2 and the phase n :

lation

3

The Hamiltonian is the sum of an integrable part and an
non-integrable perturbation. This form strongly evokes
the Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) theorem [15℄.

1,

0< "

If

the system is said to be quasi-integrable and

the KAM theorem states that the tori are only slightly
deformed if initially the system is far from its resonan es.

P

n ‘n ! n = 0, with ‘n integer.
Note that the KAM-like stru ture of our system depends

A resonan e is dened by

only on the smallness of the parameter
modied by

In order to illustrate the above
the simple

",

whi h

an be

hanging the properties of the potential.
on lusions,

onsider

ase in whi h the BEC initially proje ts only

on three adja ent WS states, labeled -1,0,1.

During

the evolution, the spread of the wave fun tion to other
WS states is very small [20℄.
Figure 2: Same as Fig. 1, but the

al ulation was made using

the dis rete model of Eq. (8). The dynami al behavior is the

Poin arré se tion [of the generalized phase spa e
orresponding to the plane

same as in Fig. 1.

3, whi h presents
haoti

_
n =

g

In

In

1 (In

nF
"
p
p

g

In
In

with

hp

(I; )℄,

1
0 ), displayed in Fig.
hara teristi features of a lassi ally

(I0 ;

system, despite the fa t the a BEC is a quantum

obje t.

hp

p

I_
n = 2"
p

We performed a numeri-

al integration of the equations of motion and plotted a

In + 1 (In + 1 +
+

In

1 )sin ( n

In )sin ( n + 1
i
1
n)

n )+
(9)

g In

In + 1 (In + 1 + 3 In )cos( n + 1
1 (3In

In

1 )cos( n

1

n)
(10)

1, and we have
t ! t=(jgj 000) and the
for e as F ! F =(jgj 000 ). Parameter " =
00 1 = 000
is a small sin e
1 . If we negle t inter00 1 = 000
well parti le intera tions, i.e. for " = 0, all In = In (0)
are onstants of motion, and n = n (0)+ ! n t in reases
nF g In . The
linearly with time with frequen y ! n =
variables (In ; n ) have then an a tion-angle stru ture
g

= g=jgj,

+

i
n)

=

001 = 00 1

res aled the time variable as

and the system is integrable. The traje tories lay on tori

Figure 3:

dened by the values of the

phase spa e,

usual units the frequen ies

onstants of motion [15℄. In

!n

!n = n!B +

are

U0

000

In ;

(11)

where the se ond term on the right-hand side represents a frequen y pulling ee t due to the nonlinearMoreover, one

(9) and (10)
@H
an be obtained by the usual pres ription, I_
n = @ n and
@H
_
n =
@I from the Hamiltonian given by

X

(I0 ; 1
0 ). The
I 1 = 0:1, 1 = 0 , all other angles and
ex ept I1 = 0:9
I0 , imposed by the nor-

malization

ondition. One observes dierent types of dynam-

i s, ranging from regular to
1:1 resonan e, and one

haoti . The arrow indi ates the

an see around it various frequen y-

lo king signatures eviden ed by the presen e stability islands.
Parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.

an verify that Eqs.

n

H =

orresponding to the plane

plane is dened by
a tions are zero,

~

ity.

Poin arré se tion of the generalized (quantum)

h
nF In +

n

g 2
In +

n

and

b integers).

1:1 resonan e,

2

p
2 g " In In + 1 ( In + In + 1)cos( n + 1
X
= H 0 (I)+ "
[Vn (I)cos( n + 1
n )]:

A prin ipal resonan e is observed when the ratio of two
frequen ies is a rational number, e. g.

i
n)

The simplest

ase,

!n =!m = a=b (a
a = b = 1, alled

orresponds to the resonan e

ondition

[ f. Eq.(11)℄

~!B = U 0
for the two neighbor sites

000 (I0

I1 ):

n = 0, m = 1.

(12)
It has a simple

interpretation: the energy levels orresponding to the two

4

wells be ome quasi-degenerate due to the nonlinear shift,
thus favoring population ex hanges. Higher order resonan es ae t smaller regions of the phase spa e. Thus, in
order to observe

haoti

behavior, the initial wave fun -

tion shall not be too smoothly distributed on the latti e: if all

In

are almost identi al, only higher order res-

onan es will show up.

The arrow in Fig.

3 indi ates

the 1:1 resonan e, whi h is surrounded by other signatures of frequen y-lo king,

hara terized by the presen e

of stability islands. The groups of three and ve stability
islands

orrespond resp. to the resonan es 3:1 and 5:1.

The quantum phase spa e has thus a KAM-like stru ture.
Far from resonan es regular motion is displayed (left part
of the Poin arré se tion).

In this

ase, the nonlinear-

ity introdu es population-dependent frequen ies due to
the frequen y pulling ee t. The emergen e of these frequen ies eventually blur Blo h os illations (whi h would
orrespond to verti al straight lines).
In

on lusion, we have presented in this paper a quan-

tum system that displays a behavior very similar to

si al

haos, thanks to the presen e of a nonlinearity due

to many-body intera tions.
this is not quantum
a

las-

As we emphasized above,

hao s, at least in the most widely

epted denition of the term.

al Hamiltonian

It is

loser to

lassi-

haos, ex ept for the fa t that it is ob-

served in a generalized phase spa e. The stru ture of the
phase spa e

an be interpreted in the general frame of

the KAM theorem. This leaves open many stimulating
questions: Are the

onditions leading to Gross-Pitaevskii

approa h essential for observing  lassi al
a BEC, or the same phenomenon
less restri tive
su ient

haos with

an manifest itself in

onditions? What are the ne essary and

onditions for observing  lassi al

haos with

BECs? Can one nd experimentally realizable situations
in whi h a quantum ee t (e.g. quantum interferen e) oexists with haos, and how haos will ae t it? How  lassi al

haos with BECs is ae ted by de oheren e? These

few questions suggest that the present work opens an interesting way for investigations of the quantum- lassi al
limit in mesos opi

systems.
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